




1. The driver could not (1)/ prevent the bus

from hitting (2)/ the boy although he

(3)/has applied the brakes.(4)

(4) Replace has with had



2. When Nandini decided to (1)/ leave for the

office (2)/ It have become very (3)/ dark

because of thick clouds(4)

(3)‘it have become’ की जगह ‘it became’ होगा।



3. As and when required (1)/ Nikhil obtains

guidance (2)/ from his father (3)/in business

problems.(4)

(1)‘required’ की जगह ‘requires’ होगा।



4. The director of our company (1)/ does not

believe that (2)/ we are working sincerely (3)/

and with interest for all these years.(4)

(3)‘we are working’ की जगह

‘we have been working’होगा।



5. We have been trying to (1)/ find out the root

cause(2)/ of this recurring problem (3)/ since

the last four days(4)

4)‘Since the last four days’ की

जगह ‘for the last four days’



(1)‘If I would have come’ की जगह ‘If

I had come’ होगा।

6. If I would have come (1)/ a little earlier I

would have (2)/ got a glimpse (3)/ of my

beloved leader.(4)



7. I am waiting for you (1)/ for the last two hours

(2)/ but you did not bother (3)/to turn up in

time(4)

(1)‘am waiting’ की जगह ‘have been

waiting’ होगा।



8. Mature people behave (1)/ with others in

a (2)/ very gentle way and (3)/ always

respect other’s feelings(4)

(4)other’s feelings की जगह others’

feelings’ होगा।



9. (1)/ We request you to (2)/ study the proposal

carefully (3)/ and submitted your

recommendations (4)/ at your earliest

convenience

(3)‘submitted’ की जगह ‘submit’ होगा।



10. The notorious gang opens (1)/ the door quietly

and (2)/ and escaped in the dark with (3)/

whatever they had collected(4)

(1) ‘opens’ की जगह ‘opened’ होगा।



11. If you would have read (1)/ the instruction

carefully (2)/ you would not have (3)/

answered the question wrongly(4)

(1)‘If you would have read’ की

जगह ‘if you had read’ होगा।



12. If he would have (1)/ taken nursing more

seriously (2)/ he would have (3)/ become a

competent doctor.(4)

(1)‘would have’ की जगह ‘had’ होगा।





13. The more they earn, more they spend.

A. More they earn, more they spend 

B. More they earn, the more they spend

C. The more they earn, the more they spend

D. No improvement

Answer: 3)

The more they earn, the more they 

spend



14. It is easier walking than run.

A. easier walking to running

B. easier to walk than to run

C. easier walking than running

D. No improvement

Answer: 2)

easier to walk than to run



15. The teacher asked the intruder who was he and 

why was he occupying his chair.

A. who he was and why he was

B. who he had been and why he had been

C. who he was and why was he

D. No Improvement

Answer: 1)

who he was and why he was



16. Manisha purchased the very good of all

the sarees kept in the shop.

A. the best

B. the most good

C. the very better

D. No Improvement

Answer: 1) the best



17. It is important to take pride of whatever 

we do in life.

A. feeling proud of

B. take pride in

C. take proud of

D. No improvement

Answer: 2) take pride in



18. That is the woman who we took shelter in her house.

A. whose house we took shelter in

B. who taken shelter in her house

C. whom we took shelter in her house

D. No improvement

Answer: 1)

Whose is the correct relative pronoun here 

that shows possession.



19. A black and white goat were grazing.

A. The white and the black goat

B. A black and a white goat

C. A black and  white goats

D. No improvement

Answer: 2)

A black and a white goat



20. She said that if she could only see the

world, she would had carry the baby home.

A. would carry

B. would had carried

C. will carry

D. No improvement

Answer: 1)

would carry



A. If she will be promoted

B. she will get

C. a higher salary.

D. No error

Home Work Answer



After the initial shock, she try for

control her feelings and called an

ambulance.

A. she tried to controlling

B. she tried to control

C. she tried for controlling

D. No Improvement

Home Work






